The Arapahoe sometimes referred to the European settlers of the West as "Spider People" for "their web of roads, fences and rail.

Opportunity for learning the values of other cultures: Tipi poles are symbolic and represent a "holistic" way of living. 15 poles with meaning:
1. Obedience
2. Humility
3. Integrity
4. Happiness
5. Love
6. Faith
7. Honesty
8. Cleanliness
9. Thankfulness
10. Sharing
11. Strength
12. Positive Child-rearing
13. Hope
14. Protection
15. Unity

Timber used for building railroad: Timber Forest

Prospector's Creek flowing into Native American camp: ECE mural wall

The Textured Playground: mural wall, geologic art relief

Inside wall for children's is geologic art relief

How did different people use the same area as a resource?

How will this landscape be used in different ways?

Arapaho Tipi: circular tipi floor plan replicates cycles of nature: seasons of life

Door faces East: opportunity for learning the values of other cultures.